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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of den-
tistry. In particular, the present invention relates to the
procedures performed prior to the fabrication of prosthet-
ics such as custom dentures supported by dental im-
plants. More particularly, the present invention relates to
a novel kit of dental components utilized to take dental
impressions and to form dental models.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The traditional technique for taking dental im-
pressions and forming stone dental models is well known.
Briefly, the procedure comprises inserting impression
posts into one or more dental implant wells, positioning
an impression cap on each impression post, placing im-
pression material around the impression caps (either via
injecting the material at the desired locations or position-
ing an impression tray with impression material around
the caps), waiting until the impression material hardens
and withdrawing the impression material with the caps
embedded therein. The posts remain in the implant wells
and are then removed individually. A dental analog is
then inserted into each impression cap and a stone model
is formed around the dental analogs.
[0003] A number of drawbacks are associated with the
prior art components utilized for taking dental impres-
sions and forming stone dental models. For instance, of-
ten the orientation of the dental implants within the mouth
of a patient are not vertical, but rather are at non-orthog-
onal angles. Due to the length of the standard impression
post and the angles of adjacent implants, it is often the
case that the insertion of impression posts interfere with
each other. Furthermore, difficulty is added to the with-
drawal process when lifting the impression off of the gums
at an essentially orthogonal angle, with caps embedded
therein at non-orthogonal angles. In addition to the diffi-
culty, caps may be dislodged or shifted within the impres-
sion material during the withdrawal process, resulting in
misaligned prosthetics.
[0004] US6540515 to Tanaka discloses a magnetic at-
tachment used for retaining a dental prosthesis, compris-
ing a male part which may be fixed to an abutment and
a female part which may be fixed to said dental prosthe-
sis. The male part of the magnetic attachment includes
a head portion, which may be attached to the female part,
and a fixing member used for fixing the male part to said
abutment. The female part includes a cap portion having
a cover portion for covering the male part.
[0005] Magnetic attachment systems have advantag-
es over mechanical attachment systems in that exces-
sive stress on the implants at the time of the removal of
the dental impression are reduced, as is the difficulty in-
volved in the withdrawal process.
[0006] However, prior art magnetic attachment sys-

tems and methods, while provide a benefit when used
for taking dental impressions, have drawbacks when
forming a stone model around dental analogs. That is,
when forming a stone model the analog is often easily
moved due to its length and the moments generated by
the force applied on it, thereby decreasing the accuracy
of the replica.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] Accordingly, it is a principal object of the present
invention to provide a kit of dental components utilized
in the formation of dental impressions as well as dental
models, which overcomes the difficulties and drawbacks
associated with the prior art, comprising a first assembly
for forming the dental impression and a second assembly
for forming the dental model, wherein the first assembly
comprises: an impression post; a first coupler for coupling
the impression post with a dental implant affixed within
the mouth; and an impression cap for positioning on the
impression post; and wherein the second assembly com-
prises: a model post; a second coupler for coupling the
model post with a dental analog; and the impression cap.
The impression cap comprises a first and second secur-
ing means, both for selectively securing the impression
cap to the impression post and to the model post. In some
embodiments the first assembly further comprises the
dental implant. In some embodiments the second assem-
bly further comprises the dental analog.
[0008] The first securing means is preferably a magnet
disposed within the impression cap for securing to a mag-
netically attractable element. The magnetically attracta-
ble element is preferably the first coupler. Additionally or
alternatively, the magnetically attractable element is the
impression post.
[0009] The second securing means is at least one cir-
cumferential lip situated within the cavity of the impres-
sion cap for securing within at least one circumferential
groove formed by the first coupler and the impression
post.
[0010] In another embodiment, the second securing
means is at least one circumferential lip situated within
the cavity of the impression cap for securing within at
least one circumferential groove formed by the second
coupler and the model post.
[0011] Preferably, the diameter of the proximal end of
the impression coupler is less than diameter of the prox-
imal end of the model coupler.
[0012] The impression post comprises a first end, a
second end and a central body portion, wherein the max-
imal diameter of the second end is greater than its height
including the head of the coupler when assembled.
[0013] The present invention further provides a meth-
od for forming a dental impression and dental model com-
prising the following steps:

a. affixing a dental implant in the bone within the
mouth;
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b. providing the first assembly of claim 1;
c. positioning the impression post within the dental
implant;
d. securing the impression post to the dental implant
via the first coupler;
e. positioning and securing the impression cap over
the impression post;
f. providing an impression tray at least partially filled
with impression material, and immersing at least the
impression cap within the impression material;
g. waiting a predetermined amount of time for the
impression material to harden;
h. disengaging the impression cap from the impres-
sion post;
i. removing the tray from the mouth;
j. providing the second assembly of claim 1;
k. inserting the model post into the dental analog;
l. securing the model post to the dental analog via
the second coupler;
m. inserting the model post into the impression cap;
n. positioning the dental analog into a tray at least
partially filling it with liquid plaster;
o. waiting a predetermined amount of time for the
plaster to harden; and,
p. disengaging the impression cap from the model
post.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0014] To accomplish the above and related objects,
the invention may be embodied in the form illustrated in
the accompanying drawings, attention being called to the
fact, however, that the drawings are illustrative only, and
that changes may be made in the specific construction
illustrated and described.

Fig. 1 shows an exploded perspective view of the
first assembly of the present invention, for taking
dental impressions;

Fig. 2 shows a side view of the impression post of
Fig. 1, shown with the coupler disposed through the
hollow longitudinal center of the impression post;

Fig. 3 shows the impression cap in a partially cut
perspective view;

Fig. 4 shows a cross-sectional side view of the im-
pression cap, taken along A-A of Fig. 1;

Fig. 5 shows the coupler inserted through the im-
pression post and threadingly engaged with the den-
tal implant, and the impression cap spaced apart
therefrom;

Fig. 6 shows an assembled cross-sectional view of
the first assembly, cut longitudinally through the as-
sembly;

Fig. 7 shows an exploded perspective view of the
second assembly of the present invention, for form-
ing dental models;

Fig. 8 shows a side view of the model post of Fig. 7,
shown with the coupler disposed through the hollow
longitudinal center of the model post;

Fig. 9 shows the coupler inserted through the model
post and threadingly engaged with the dental analog
and the impression cap spaced apart therefrom;

Fig. 10 shows an assembled cross-sectional view of
the second assembly, cut longitudinally through the
assembly;

Fig. 11 shows a cross-sectional front view of an im-
pression tray with impression material positioned
within the mouth;

Fig. 12 shows a cross-sectional front view of an im-
pression tray with impression material removed from
the mouth with an impression cap embedded therein;

Fig. 13 shows the cross-sectional front view of Fig.
12, showing the impression tray with impression ma-
terial, and the impression cap embedded therein,
and a stone dental model formed around the dental
analog;

Fig. 14 shows the stone dental model and embedded
dental analog disengaged from the impression cap.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0015] A preferred embodiment of the first assembly
of the present invention, for taking dental impressions,
is shown in Fig. 1 in an exploded perspective view, des-
ignated generally by numeral (100), and comprises an
impression post (104), a coupler (106) for joining impres-
sion post (104) with a dental implant (102) previously
affixed within a bone in the mouth of a patient, and an
impression cap (108).
[0016] It is understood that it is common for dental im-
plant (102) to be affixed within a bone in the mouth prior
to the impression taking procedure, typically several
months in advance. As such, in a preferred embodiment,
first assembly (100) comprises impression post (104),
coupler (106) and an impression cap (108), as described
above, without dental implant (102). In an alternative em-
bodiment, dental implant (102) is included in assembly
(100).
[0017] Dental implant (102) comprises a standard
sized dental implant known in the art, and chosen by the
dental practitioner according to his needs.
[0018] Impression post (104) shown in the figure com-
prises an essentially cylindrical body portion (110) and a
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first end (112) comprising a male portion for insertion into
the well of the female end (114) of dental implant (102).
In other embodiments (not shown), the dental implant
comprises a male end for insertion into the well at the
first end of the impression post. In the figure, first end
(112) comprises a hexagonal shape for fitting into corre-
sponding female end (114), although any suitable corre-
sponding shapes may be used. Second end (116) of im-
pression post (104) comprises an essentially cylindrical
female portion for receiving coupler (106) as described
herein below. As best seen in a side view of impression
post (104) in Fig. 2, shown with coupler (106) disposed
through the hollow longitudinal center (118) (see Fig. 1)
of impression post (104), the outer circumference of sec-
ond end (116) comprises a stepped curvature, as de-
scribed in greater detail herein below.
[0019] In order to overcome some of the drawbacks
associated with impression posts of the prior art de-
scribed herein above, the length of impression post (104)
is shorter than that of a typical prior art impression post.
For instance, the length of the second end of a typical
prior art impression post is 7mm, whereas second end
(116) of impression post (104) of the present invention
is preferably 2-3mm in length. In a preferred embodiment,
the maximal diameter of the second end (116) is greater
than its height (length) including the head of the coupler
(124) when assembled. The reduced length reduces the
difficulty in the withdrawal of the impression cap from the
mouth as well as reduces the potential of shifting of im-
pression cap (108) within the dental impression.
[0020] Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, coupler (106) com-
prises an elongated member (120) having a threaded
distal end (122) for securing within the well of dental im-
plant (102) and a wide diameter proximal end (124) for
sitting on the proximal surface (126) of second end (116)
of impression post (104) (see Fig. 2). The outer diameter
of proximal end (124) is larger than the inner diameter of
hollow longitudinal center (118) of impression post (104).
Coupler (106) is manufactured from a material attractable
by a magnetic force, such as metals.
[0021] In an alternative embodiment (not shown) cou-
pler (106) does not comprise wide diameter proximal end
(124), rather, wide diameter proximal end (124) is inte-
grally joined to second end (116) of impression post (104)
at proximal surface (126), forming integral circumferen-
tial groove (154) as seen in Fig. 2 and described herein
below. In a further alternative embodiment, the present
invention does not comprise a coupler as described and
shown herein. Instead, the coupler comprises mechani-
cal clips for maintaining the connection between impres-
sion post (104) and dental implant (102) (not shown).
[0022] Referring to Figs. 3 and 4, impression cap (108)
is shown in a cross-sectional perspective view (see Fig.
3) and a cross-sectional side view, both taken along A-
A of Fig. 1 (see Fig. 4). Impression cap (108) comprises
a cavity (128) having at its base a mechanical force pro-
viding element (130), which, in a preferred embodiment
comprises a magnet. The inner contour of a portion of

cavity (128) comprises a combination of indentations and
protrusions, as described in greater detail herein below.
An elongated protrusion (132) extends longitudinally
along opposing walls (only one shown in the figures) for
slidingly fitting into the corresponding groove (134) in im-
pression post (104), thereby enabling proper alignment
of impression cap (108) with impression post (104).
[0023] With reference to Figs. 2 and 4, when impres-
sion cap (108) is joined with impression post (104) (see
also Fig. 6), the distal inner diameter (136) of cavity (128)
fits tightly around the proximal outer diameter (138) of
body portion (110) of impression post (104). Distal cir-
cumferential lip (140) protrudes radially inward, proximal-
ly from the distal end of impression cap (108), for sitting
on proximal surface (142) of body portion (110). Lip (140)
is preferably a partial ring, and may consist of more than
one section. A circumferential depression (144) in cavity
(128) is formed between lip (140) and distal side wall
(146) of cavity for joining with the model post, as de-
scribed herein below. Distal side wall (146) sits flush with
the distal side wall (148) of second end (116) of impres-
sion post (104). Proximal circumferential lip (150), situ-
ated proximally from distal side wall (146) and distally
from proximal side wall (152), protrudes radially inward,
for sitting on proximal surface (126) of second end (116)
of impression post (104), and essentially secure within
the circumferential groove (154) formed between proxi-
mal surface (126) and wide diameter proximal end (124)
of coupler (106). Lip (150) is preferably a partial ring, and
may consist of more than one section.
[0024] Wide-diameter proximal end (124) of coupler
(104) of first assembly (100) forms a shallow circumfer-
ential groove (154), which allows, a loose grasp on prox-
imal lip (150). The main connecting force for securing
impression cap (108) with impression post (104) is the
magnetic force that attracts coupler (106) to magnet
(130).
[0025] As seen in Fig. 5, coupler (106) is inserted
through impression post (104) and is threadingly en-
gaged with dental implant (102) such that impression
post (104) and dental implant (102) are securely joined.
Impression cap (108) is shown spaced apart therefrom.
Thus, when first assembly (100) is fully assembled, im-
pression cap (108) is joined with impression post (104),
which is joined to dental implant (102), as seen in an
assembled cross-sectional view cut longitudinally
through assembly, in Fig. 6.
[0026] Handles (156) protrude radially from the outer
surface of impression cap (108) for securing impression
cap (108) when embedded within the impression material
used to form a dental impression, as described herein
below. In the preferred embodiment, two handles (156)
are spaced essentially equidistantly around the outer sur-
face of impression cap (108), however any number of
handles (156) may be present.
[0027] A preferred embodiment of the second assem-
bly of the present invention, for forming dental models,
is shown in Fig. 7 in an exploded perspective view, des-
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ignated generally by numeral (200), and comprises a
model post (204), a coupler (206) for joining impression
model (204) with a dental analog (202), and impression
cap (108).
[0028] In an alternative embodiment, dental analog
(202) is included as part of second assembly (200).
[0029] Dental analog (202) comprises a standard sized
dental analog known in the art, and chosen by the dental
practitioner according to his needs. Dental analog (202)
represents the dental implant (102) referred to in first
assembly (100) when dental analog (202) is disposed
within the stone dental model, described herein below.
Distal portion (205) of analog (202) comprises an elon-
gated cylindrical element (203), a portion of which is lon-
gitudinally cut out, for preventing analog rotation or shift-
ing when in the dental model, as described herein below.
Cylindrical rings (207) (preferably, at least one) having
diameters wider than that of cylindrical element (203) are
shown positioned around cylindrical element (203) for
reinforcing the analog setting in the dental model, as de-
scribed herein below.
[0030] Model post (204) comprises an essentially cy-
lindrical body portion (210) and a first end (212) compris-
es a male portion for insertion into the well within the
female end (214) of dental analog (202). In other embod-
iments (not shown), the dental implant comprises a male
end for insertion into the well at the first end of the model
post. In the figure, first end (212) comprises a hexagonal
shape for fitting into corresponding female end (214), al-
though any suitable corresponding shapes may be used.
Second end (216) of model post (204) comprises a cy-
lindrical female portion for receiving coupler (206) as de-
scribed herein below. As best seen in a side view of model
post (204) in Fig. 8, shown with coupler (206) disposed
through the hollow longitudinal center (218) of model post
(204), the outer circumference of second end (216) com-
prises a stepped curvature, as described further herein
below.
[0031] Referring to Figs. 7 and 8, second assembly
coupler (206) is shown in second assembly (200) having
an essentially identical structure as that of first assembly
coupler (106) of first assembly (100), mutatis mutandis.
However, the wide diameter proximal end (224) of cou-
pler (206) is larger than that of wide diameter proximal
end (124) of coupler (106) of first assembly (100), as
described further herein below.
[0032] Coupler (206) is an elongated member (220)
having a threaded distal end (222) for securing to the
inside of dental analog (202) and a wide diameter prox-
imal end (224) for sitting on the proximal surface (226)
of second end (216) of model post (204) (see Fig. 8). The
outer diameter of proximal end (224) is larger than the
inner diameter of hollow longitudinal center (218) of mod-
el post (204).
[0033] Impression cap (108) is shown in second as-
sembly (200) as the same component used as the im-
pression cap (108) of first assembly (100), and described
herein above. Elongated protrusion (132) extends longi-

tudinally along opposing walls (only one shown in the
figure) for slidingly fitting into the corresponding groove
(234) in impression post (104), thereby enabling proper
alignment of impression cap (108) with model post (204).
[0034] Referring to Figs. 4 and 8, when impression cap
(108) is joined with model post (204), the distal inner di-
ameter (136) of cavity (128) fits tightly around the prox-
imal outer diameter (238) of body portion (210) of model
post (204). Distal circumferential lip (140) protrudes ra-
dially inward, proximally from the distal tip of impression
cap (108), for sitting on proximal surface (242) of body
portion (210). A circumferential depression (144) in cavity
(128) is formed between lip (140) and distal side wall
(146) of cavity, in which circumferential ring (243) around
second end (216) of model post (204) is disposed. Distal
side wall (146) sits flush with the proximal side wall (248)
of second end (216) of model post (204). Proximal cir-
cumferential lip (150), situated proximally from distal side
wall (146) and distally from proximal side wall (152), pro-
trudes radially inward, for sitting on proximal surface
(226) of second end (216) of model post (204), and es-
sentially secure within the circumferential groove formed
(254) between proximal surface (226) and wide diameter
proximal end (224) of coupler (206). Lip (150) is prefer-
ably a partial ring, and may consist of more than one
section.
[0035] As compared with the smaller diameter of wide-
diameter proximal end (124) of coupler (104) of first as-
sembly (100), the larger diameter wide-diameter proxi-
mal end (224) of coupler (204), forms a deeper circum-
ferential groove (254) than groove (154) formed in first
assembly (100) (see Fig. 2). This is significant because
the deeper groove (254) enables proximal lip (150) to be
held tightly within groove (254), in contrast with the shal-
low groove (154) of first assembly (100) which allows a
looser grasp on proximal lip (150).
[0036] In addition to the secured distal and proximal
lips (140), (150), impression cap (108) and model post
(204) are secured together by the magnetic force that
attracts coupler (206) to magnet (130). Optionally, im-
pression cap (108) does not comprise a magnet, and
impression cap (108) is secured to model post via the
grasp of distal and proximal lips (140), (150).
[0037] As seen in Fig. 9, coupler (206) is inserted
through model post (204) and threadingly engaged with
dental analog (202) such that model post (204) and dental
analog (202) are securely joined. Impression cap (108)
is shown spaced apart therefrom. Thus, when second
assembly (200) is fully assembled, impression cap (108)
is joined with model post (204), which is joined to dental
analog (202), as seen in an assembled cross-sectional
view cut longitudinally through assembly, in Fig. 10.
[0038] The method of the present invention for taking
dental impressions and forming models using the kit of
the present invention is described herein below and com-
prises the following steps:

First assembly (100) is provided for forming a dental
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impression. Dental implant (102) is either previously
affixed within a bone in the mouth or requiring affixing
within a bone in the mouth. Impression post (104) is
positioned within dental implant (102) and secured
thereto via coupler (106). Impression cap (108) is
then positioned on, and secured to impression post
(104), as described herein above. An impression
tray, at least partially filled with impression material
such as silicon is positioned over impression post
(104) and at least impression cap (108) is immersed
within the impression material. After waiting a pre-
determined amount of time, impression material
hardens with impression cap embedded therein. Al-
ternatively, impression material is injected around
the impression cap to take an impression.

[0039] To schematically illustrate the state of the proc-
ess at this point, Fig. 11 shows a cross-sectional front
view of an impression tray (160) with impression material
(162) surrounding impression cap (108) secured to im-
pression post (104), with dental implant (102) positioned
within bone (164).
[0040] After hardening of the impression material, im-
pression cap (108) is disengaged from impression post
(104) by removing the tray from the mouth. See Fig. 12,
which schematically illustrates impression tray (160) with
impression material (162) and embedded impression cap
(108) disengaged from the impression post and removed
from the mouth.
[0041] Typically, the process until this point is per-
formed by a dental practitioner such as a dentist, and the
remainder of the process is typically performed by a den-
tal technician, although any properly trained dental pro-
fessional may perform any or all of the steps in the proc-
ess.
[0042] Second assembly (200) is provided for forming
a dental model. Model post (204) is inserted into dental
analog (202) and coupler (206) secures model post (204)
thereto. Model post (204) is inserted into impression cap
(108) and dental analog (202) is positioned within a tray,
and the tray is at least partially filled with liquid plaster.
After waiting a predetermined amount of time, the plaster
material hardens, forming a stone dental model.
[0043] To schematically illustrate the state of the proc-
ess at this point, Fig. 13 shows the cross-sectional front
view of Fig. 12, showing impression tray (160) with im-
pression material (162) and embedded impression cap
(108), in this figure, surrounding hardened plaster (262),
forming a stone dental model and dental analog (202)
embedded therein.
[0044] After hardening of the plaster, impression cap
(108) is disengaged from model post (204). See Fig. 14,
which schematically illustrates stone dental model (262)
and embedded dental analog (202) disengaged from im-
pression cap (108) and model post (204) of Fig. 13.
[0045] It should be noted that the method described
herein is described for illustrative purposes only as uti-
lizing a single kit comprising the first and second assem-

blies for forming a single dental impression and a single
corresponding dental model of the single dental impres-
sion. However, it is understood that the present invention
is also intended to utilize multiple kits simultaneously in
order to form multiple dental impressions and a corre-
sponding dental model of the multiple dental impres-
sions, mutatis mutandis.
[0046] It is understood that the above description of
the embodiments of the present invention are for illustra-
tive purposes only, and is not meant to be exhaustive or
to limit the invention to the precise form or forms dis-
closed, as many modifications and variations are possi-
ble. Such modifications and variations are intended to be
included within the scope of the present invention as de-
fined by the accompanying claims.

Claims

1. A kit for use in the process of taking a dental impres-
sion and forming a dental model, said kit comprising
a first assembly for forming said dental impression
and a second assembly for forming said dental mod-
el, wherein said first assembly comprises:

a. an impression post;
b. a first coupler for coupling said impression
post with a dental implant affixed within the
mouth; and
c. an impression cap for positioning on said im-
pression post;

and wherein said second assembly comprises:

a. a model post;
b. a second coupler for coupling said model post
with a dental analog; and
c. said impression cap.

wherein said impression cap comprises a first and
second securing means, both for selectively secur-
ing said impression cap to said impression post and
to said model post.

2. The kit of claim 1, wherein the first assembly further
comprises the dental implant.

3. The kit of claim 1, wherein the second assembly fur-
ther comprises the dental analog.

4. The kit of claim 1, wherein the first securing means
is a magnet disposed within the impression cap for
securing to a magnetically attractable element.

5. The kit of claim 4, wherein the magnetically attracta-
ble element is the first coupler.

6. The kit of claim 4, wherein the magnetically attracta-
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ble element is the impression post.

7. The kit of claim 1, wherein the second securing
means is at least one circumferential lip situated
within the cavity of the impression cap for securing
within at least one circumferential groove formed by
the first coupler and the impression post.

8. The kit of claim 1, wherein the second securing
means is at least one circumferential lip situated
within the cavity of the impression cap for securing
within at least one circumferential groove formed by
the second coupler and the model post.

9. The kit of claim 1, wherein the diameter of the prox-
imal end of the impression coupler is less than di-
ameter of the proximal end of the model coupler.

10. The kit of claim 1, wherein the impression post com-
prises a first end, a second end and a central body
portion, wherein the maximal diameter of the second
end is greater than its height including the head of
the coupler when assembled.

11. A method for forming a dental impression and dental
model comprising the following steps:

a. affixing a dental implant in the bone within the
mouth;
b. providing the first assembly of claim 1;
c. positioning the impression post within said
dental implant;
d. securing said impression post to said dental
implant via the first coupler;
e. positioning and securing the impression cap
over said impression post;
f. providing an impression tray at least partially
filled with impression material, and immersing
at least said impression cap within said impres-
sion material;
g. waiting a predetermined amount of time for
said impression material to harden;
h. disengaging said impression cap from said
impression post;
i. removing said tray from said mouth;
j. providing the second assembly of claim 1;
k. inserting the model post into the dental ana-
log;
l. securing said model post to said dental analog
via the second coupler;
m. inserting said model post into said impression
cap;
n. positioning said dental analog into a tray at
least partially filling it with liquid plaster;
o. waiting a predetermined amount of time for
said plaster to harden; and,
p. disengaging said impression cap from said
model post.
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